Abstract: A method and apparatus for labeling plant products based on laser activation of a color-changing compound is disclosed. In the preferred embodiment, a nozzle sprays a coating of photosensitive material containing color-changing chemical component. An optional drying station is set up to optimize homogeneity and adhesiveness of the color-changing coating. A laser equipped with beam steering optics is used to image the desired mark on the plant product by inducing a change of color in the photosensitive coating, without contacting the plant product skin and at a high speed. An optional nozzle sprays a sealant coating after printing, for extended durability of the imaged label. In addition, an optical sensor detects the incoming plant product, determines its size and sends information for selecting the proper label to be imaged. An additional optical sensor can be placed at the end of the process to verify the quality and legibility of the imaged label. The apparatus described can be extended to multiple marking stations, which can be controlled by a central computer to allow for dynamic updating of the desired label(s).
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Group I, claim(s) 1, 2, and 13, drawn to a method for labeling plant products by conveying the products to plural locations, detecting the products, applying a coating of a color change compound on at least a portion of a surface of the plant product, and selectively applying light to at least a portion of the surface coated with the color changing compound, including wherein said method further comprises applying a coat of sealant material over the portion of the product.

Group II, claim(s) 1, 3, 4, 9, 12, and 13, drawn to a method for labeling plant products by conveying the products to plural locations, detecting the products, applying a coating of a color change compound on at least a portion of a surface of the plant product, and selectively applying light to at least a portion of the surface coated with the color changing compound, including wherein said method further comprises verifying the quality of an image created by the light.

Group III, claim(s) 1, 5, and 13, drawn to a method for labeling plant products by conveying the products to plural locations, detecting the products, applying a coating of a color change compound on at least a portion of a surface of the plant product, and selectively applying light to at least a portion of the surface coated with the color changing compound, including wherein said plant product is a citrus fruit, a non-citrus fruit, a vegetable, or a legume.

Group IV, claim(s) 1, 6, and 13, drawn to a method for labeling plant products by conveying the products to plural locations, detecting the products, applying a coating of a color change compound on at least a portion of a surface of the plant product, and selectively applying light to at least a portion of the surface coated with the color changing compound, including wherein said method further comprises supplying a plurality of plant products to a common conveying mechanism and transporting the plant product serially on said common conveying mechanism at a constant or variable speed.

Group V, claim(s) 1, 7, 13, and 3 drawn to a method for labeling plant products by conveying the products to plural locations, detecting the products, applying a coating of a color change compound on at least a portion of a surface of the plant product, and selectively applying light to at least a portion of the surface coated with the color changing compound, including wherein said method further comprises detection by size, color, quality, orientation, type, or texture.

Group VI, claim(s) 1, 8, and 13, drawn to a method for labeling plant products by conveying the products to plural locations, detecting the products, applying a coating of a color change compound on at least a portion of a surface of the plant product, and selectively applying light to at least a portion of the surface coated with the color changing compound, including wherein said method further comprises drying the coating.

Group VII, claim(s) 1, 10, 11, and 13, drawn to a method for labeling plant products by conveying the products to plural locations, detecting the products, applying a coating of a color change compound on at least a portion of a surface of the plant product, and selectively applying light to at least a portion of the surface coated with the color changing compound, including wherein said method further comprises selectively applying the light with a steerable laser beam.

Group VIII, claim(s) 14 - 16, and 28, drawn to an apparatus for labeling plant products wherein said apparatus comprises a conveying system, a detection system, a color-changing compound, a marking system, and a control unit, and further comprising a sealant delivery system.
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Group IX, claim(s) 14, 17, 19, 20, 29, and 30, drawn to an apparatus for labeling plant products wherein said apparatus comprises a conveying system, a detector, a color changing compound, a marking system, and a control unit, and further comprises an image detecting system coupled to said control system, for recognition of the image and assigning an encoded instruction for redirection

Group X, claim(s) 14 and 18, drawn to an apparatus for labeling plant products wherein said apparatus comprises a conveying system, a detector, a color changing compound, a marking system, and a control unit, wherein said conveying system is operative to transport each plant product at a constant speed, to provide an encoded signal for plant product location, and further comprises means for ejecting the plant product at a specific location

Group XI, claim(s), 14 and 21, drawn to an apparatus for labeling plant products wherein said apparatus comprises a conveying system, a detector, a color changing compound, a marking system, and a control unit, wherein the control unit generates an image of at least a part of the plant product

Group XII, claim(s) 14 and 22, drawn to an apparatus for labeling plant products wherein said apparatus comprises a conveying system, a detector, a color changing compound, a marking system, and a control unit, and further comprises a network for communication with plural system components

Group XIII, claim(s) 14 and 23, drawn to an apparatus for labeling plant products wherein said apparatus comprises a conveying system, a detector, a color changing compound, a marking system, and a control unit, wherein the color changing compound delivery system comprises a spraying nozzle, a brush, or a contact applicator

Group XIV, claim(s) 14 and 24, drawn to an apparatus for labeling plant products wherein said apparatus comprises a conveying system, a detector, a color changing compound, a marking system, and a control unit, wherein said color changing compound delivery system further comprises a pressurized system

Group XV, claim(s) 14 and 25, drawn to an apparatus for labeling plant products wherein said apparatus comprises a conveying system, a detector, a color changing compound, a marking system, and a control unit, wherein said plant product is a citrus fruit, a non-citrus fruit, a vegetable, a legume, or like

Group XVI, claim(s) 14 and 26, drawn to an apparatus for labeling plant products wherein said apparatus comprises a conveying system, a detector, a color changing compound, a marking system, and a control unit, wherein the marking system comprises a laser of the CO2 type emitting at substantially 10600nm

Group XVII, claim(s) 14 and 27, drawn to an apparatus for labeling plant products wherein said apparatus comprises a conveying system, a detector, a color changing compound, a marking system, and a control unit, wherein the marking system comprises a laser equipped with steering-beam optics

Group XVIII, claim(s) 1, 13, and 18, drawn to a method for labeling plant products by conveying the products to plural locations, detecting the products, applying a coating of a color change compound on at least a portion of a surface of the plant product, and selectively applying light to at least a portion of the surface coated with the color change compound, including wherein said method further comprises modifying the color changing compound to achieve optimal viscosity and particle size

Group XIX, claim(s) 14 and 33, drawn to an apparatus for labeling plant products wherein said apparatus comprises a conveying system, a detector, a color changing compound, a marking system, and a control unit, and further comprises a detector system for determining the size, texture, and shape of a plant product, and farther comprises an adjustment unit coupled to the marking system

The inventions listed as Groups I-XIX do not relate to a single general inventive concept under PCT Rule 13 1 because, under PCT Rule 13 2, they lack the same or corresponding special technical features for the following reasons

The technical feature linking the inventions of Groups I-XIX is a method of labeling a plant product utilizing a color change compound. However, in the prior art (Cahiers Agricultures (1997) Vol 6, pp 597-603) Leemans et al teach a method of inspecting apples for color, shape, and presence of defects that utilizes machine vision and a conveyor belt and CCD cameras (see English abstract on page 600) Also in the prior art (US Patent 6,888,095, issued on May 3, 2005) Khan teaches the use of color change compounds that change after laser treatment and are appropriate for labeling edible material (see abstract and entire document) It does not involve an inventive step to incorporate the color change compounds taught by Khan into the plant product inspection system taught by Leemans et al to arrive at a system that utilizes conveyor belts to sort and label plant products, such as fruit Therefore, the technical feature linking the inventions of Groups I-XIX does not constitute a special technical feature as defined by PCT Rule 13 2 as it does not define a contribution over the prior art Accordingly, Groups I-XIX are not so linked by the same or a corresponding special technical feature as to form a single general inventive concept
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